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B FACTORIES AND HERA-B PHYSICS POTENTIAL�F. SánhezDeutshes Elektronen-Synhroton DESYD-22603 Hamburg, Germany(Reeived May 5, 1999)CP-violation is one of the least understood phenomena in High EnergyPhysis. The observation of CP violation e�ets in B meson deays willallow stringent tests of the Standard Model to be made and may point theway to new physis. Many high-energy laboratories around the world havedeveloped experimental programs to measure CP violation in the b setorand improve the knowledge in the b quark setor. This paper reviews theB-physis experiments that are urrently being ommissioned, fousing onthe asymmetri e+e�olliders (BABAR and BELLE) and the �xed targetexperiment at DESY (HERA-B).PACS numbers: 07.05.Fb, 12.15.Hh, 13.20.He, 13.65.+i1. IntrodutionThe neutral B mesons are the only example � apart from neutral Kand D mesons � of a partile whih di�ers from its anti-partile only bya quantum number whih is broken by weak interations. This situationenables the seond-order weak transitions between B0 and �B0 , as observedin 1987 [1℄. With this mixing, the B0 �B0 opens the door for observing theseond manifestation of the fundamental violation of CP invariane that wasobserved in the K0 �K0 system [2℄.Several hallenging experiments are being onstruted in order to searhfor this important symmetry violation. This paper will try to summarize thedi�erenes and similitudes of the di�erent approahes and show the physispotential of the �rst generation of these experiments, the B-fatories andHERA-B experiment.This paper is organized in the following way: Setion 2 reviews theframework of CP violation for B mesons, Setion 3 desribes the detetors� Presented at the XXVII International Meeting on Fundamental Physis, SierraNevada, Granada, Spain, February 1�5, 1999.(2419)



2420 F. Sánhezthat are urrently being ommissioned, Setions 4 will try to summarize theCP-violation and other physis potential and we summarize in Setion 5.2. The unitarity triangle and CP-violationWith the six observed quarks and six leptons, the weak Lagrangian is ofthe type urrent�urrent with the hadroni urrent given by:J� = ep(2) sin �! � �u � �t �L �VCKM0� dsb 1AL ;VCKM = 0� Vud Vus VubVd Vs VbVtd Vts Vtb 1A :The Cabbibo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix (VCKM) re�ets the fat thatthe physial states ( mass eigenstates ) and weak eigenstates are not thesame. The atual knowledge of the CKM elements onstrain in the absolutevalues, [4℄,0� 0:9745 � 9760 0:217 � 0:224 0:0018 � 0:00450:217 � 0:224 0:9737 � 0:9753 0:036 � 0:0420:004 � 0:013 0:035 � 0:042 0:9991 � 0:9994 1A :The fat that jVusj � 0:22 � jVbj � 0:04 � jVubj � 0:003 permits todesribe the CKM matrix in a form suggested by Wolfenstein [3℄ with fourreal parameters,0� 1� �22 � A�3(�� i�)�� 1� �22 A�2A�3(1� �� i�) �A�2 1 1A :to the third order in �, where � = Vus � �Vd � 0:22.The CKM is a unitary matrix and its most general form may ontainomplex oe�ients. If one applies the unitarity ondition to the �rst andthird olumns of the CKM matrix one gets,VudV �ub + VdV �b + VtdV �tb = 0 :This ondition an be represented by a triangle in the omplex spae,the so-alled unitarity triangle, see Fig. 1. The ommon phase is seletedsuh that VdV �b lies in the horizontal plane. The triangle is re-saled bya fator jVdV �bj. CP-violation is possible when the elements VudV �ub and



B Fatories and HERA-B Physis Potential 2421VtdV �tb ontain a non-zero imaginary phase. This ondition is represented bya non-zero � parameter in the Wolfenstein parameterization. The goal ofthe new B experiments is to determine the sides and angles of the unitaritytriangle.
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Fig. 1. Unitarity triangle in the omplex spae with the Wolfenstein parametriza-tion.In the neutral B meson system, the interferene between the two om-peting amplitudes, Fig. 2, in the deay is expeted to give the CP violatingphase. Lets take the example of a deay to a CP eigenstate f and de�ne thetime integrated asymmetry as:ACP = � (B0 ! f)� � ( �B0 ! f)� (B0 ! f)� � ( �B0 ! f) :To measure the angles � and �, the following asymmetries have beenproposed: ACP(B0 ! J=	K0S) = � sin(2�) xd1 + x2d ;ACP(B0 ! �+��) = � sin(2�) xd1 + x2d ;where xd is the B0 �B0 osillation frequeny, and the � and � angles arede�ned in Fig. 1.The deay of the B0 meson into J=	K0S is generally onsidered the�golden� hannel. The advantages of this hannel arise from the very leanexperimental signature and the small theoretial unertainties. There is onlyone mixing proess ontributing to the deay (penguin diagrams are at the2% level ). The strong phase does not ontribute to the asymmetry. Thedisadvantages ome from the very low branhing ratio of the deay hannel:BR(B0 ! J=	K0S) � 10�5. The CKM matrix elements ontributing to the
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Fig. 2. Deay of B0 and �B0 into a ommon statedeay are shown in Fig. 2. The produt of the three amplitudes ontributingto the deay: � = ��VtbV �tdV �tbVtd��V �sVbVsV �b��V �dVsVdV �s�arries the information about the angle �, Im� = sin2�.The measurement of a seond angle is of primary importane to onstrainthe unitarity triangle. The deay to �+�� hannel has been proposed bythe new generation of experiments to measure the angle � . This deayhannel has the disadvantage of being muh harder to detet due to the largebakground and on the other hand the theoretial unertainties are muhlarger than the ones of J=	K0S sine there are di�erent penguin diagramsphase ontributing to the deay amplitude.

Fig. 3. CKM matrix elements ontribution to the B0 ! J=	K0S deay hannel3. B fatories and HERA-B experimentsA measurement of CP violation in the B system requires a large sampleof B0 �B0 pairs. About 108 are needed to ope with the low �golden� hannelbranhing ratio. Large B �avor tagging power and the apability to measure



B Fatories and HERA-B Physis Potential 2423B proper time are also needed to ensure the purity of the sample and be ableto distinguish two B produed oherently. Flavor tagging requires K andlepton identi�ation.There are three ways of produing B hadrons in aelerators:� e+e�annihilation at the � (4s) resonane with a ross-setion of about1 nb. This has been the approah of the DORIS storage ring at DESYwith ARGUS detetor and the CESR mahine at Cornell with theCLEO detetor. B mesons are produed as a deay produt of the� (4s) , as a onsequene the B mesons are produed oherently (B0 �B0,B�B+; : : : pairs) with the energy onstrained by the mahine energy.The new generation of experiments (BELLE-KEK, BABAR-PEPII)will produe boosted B mesons with asymmetri beams. This is essen-tial to measure the di�erene of the deay time of the two B0 mesons,whih is needed to observe a CP-violation asymmetry.� e+e�annihilation at the Z0 pole with a ross-setion of about 6 nb.B mesons are produed with a large boost suh that the deay vertexan be reonstruted. In addition heavier mesons and �B baryons areprodued. The large sample aumulated by the LEP experiments atCERN and SLC at SLAC has been used to study lifetimes and timedependent osillations.� B prodution at Hadron mahines: despite the large ross-setion thehuge bakground from inelasti ollisions in proton mahines preventedthe development of B physis in this environment. Fix target ex-periments like HERA-B at DESY and pp olliders like CDF and D0detetors at the Tevatron will ompete in the next years with thee+e�olliders. CDF has already demonstrated the apabilities of thehadroni environment presenting the �rst measurement of the sin 2�angle [5℄: sin 2� = 1:8 � 1:1� 0:3 :To illustrate the di�erenes between the e+e�and hadroni environmentsthe main properties of the BABAR and HERA-B detetor are shown inTable I.In the future, dediated experiments planned at the Large Hadron Col-lider (LHC) [9℄ and Tevatron [10℄ will address the measurement of CP vio-lation with inreased preision. This new generation of experiments will beable, by measuring the  angle, to lose the measurement of the unitaritytriangle magnitudes.



2424 F. Sánhez TABLE IComparison of the main properties of BABAR and HERA-B detetorsBABAR HERA-B� � 0:250 mm � 10 mmB vertex resolution �z � 0:080 mm �z � 0:5 mmImpat parameter resolution � 0:050 mm � 0:050 mm< pB0 > � 0.340 GeV � 120 GeVMass resolutionJ=	KS � 20 MeV � 5.8 MeVKS � 25 MeV � 31 MeVTrak multipliity � 11 � 250 �25 baryons118 harged131 neutrals3.1. HERA-B detetorThe HERA-B detetor is loated at the 920 GeV irulating proton beamof the HERA eletron-proton ollider at DESY. HERA-B is a �xed targetexperiment whih is done by positioning 8 thin wires that interat withprotons from the beam halo. In this mode it is able to run parasitially withthe HERA ollider experiments (ZEUS,H1 and HERMES).The Hera-B detetor, see Fig. 4 is a magneti forward spetrometer ov-ering 90% of the solid angle aeptane in the enter-of-mass system. Themain omponents of the detetor are:� a normal-onduting 2 Tm dipole magnet for momentum measure-ments.� A silion vertex detetor with silion strips for vertex reonstrutionoperated at 1 m distane from the beam.� traking system. In order to keep oupanies below 20 % there aresetions with di�erent tehnologies and granularities. The system isdivided into an outer part (honey-omb drift wire hambers with 5and 10 mm ells) and an inner part ( mirostrip gas hambers withgas eletron multipliation foils) and an innermost part onsisting ofsilion strip-detetors.



B Fatories and HERA-B Physis Potential 2425� three speialized gas-pixel hambers within the magnet provide addi-tional information to trigger on High-pT hadrons.� A ring imaging Cherenkov ounter to identify kaons. It uses C4F10 asa radiator and multianode PMT as photosensitive devies.� A transition radiation detetor to improve eletron identi�ation atlow angles using �ber radiators and straw tubes detetors.� A W/Pb sintillator eletromagneti alorimeter.� A muon detetor with 4 layers of gas pad ounters and pixel hamberat di�erent depths in the absorber.The performane of the di�erent subdetetors is summarized in Table II.The small signal to bakground ratio makes the HERA-B �rst-level trig-ger system one of the most hallenging detetor omponents. The �rst-leveltrigger hardware ombines the lepton andidates from muon hambers andeletromagneti alorimeter with hits in four traking layers, determines themomenta by imposing a rough vertex onstrain and �nally uts on the in-variant masses.(J=	 mass in ase of dilepton and B0 in ase of the high-pT

Fig. 4. HERA-B detetor



2426 F. Sánhez TABLE IIPerformane of the di�erent HERA-B subdetetorsDetetor PerformaneVertex detetor � � 30�m=pt � 25�minner traker (6-19 m) �pp � 0:40% � 0:002%pouter traker (>19m) �pp � 0:50% � 0:005%pRICH � �K misid. < 2% E� � 90%TRD h� e misid. < 7% E� � 98%EM alorimeter �EE = 17:0%pE � 1:6% inner�EE = 9:5%pE � 1:0% outer[2mm℄Muon System � � � misid. < 0:3% � 30 GeVdipion trigger). The �rst level trigger input rate is 10 MHz, and providesa redution fator of around 200. The trigger is re�ned in the high levelsoftware triggers to redue them to 50 Hz logging rate.The detetor and trigger is desribed in more detail in [6℄.3.2. BABAR and BELLE detetorsPEP-II is an asymmetri e+e�ollider with beam energies of 9 GeV ele-trons against 3.1 GeV protons. The asymmetry gives a boost of � = 0:56(i.e. � = 250 �m for B0 mesons). The design luminosity is3 � 1032m�2s�1. The KEKB faility at KEK, ollides 8 GeV eletronsagainst 3.5 GeV positrons, leading to a boost of � = 0:42 (i.e. � = 200�mfor B0 mesons ) and a design luminosity of 1033m�2s�1.The detetor at the two B fatories are shown in Figs 5 and 6. Thereare similarities in the silion vertex detetor, entral traking detetor, thesolenoid �eld, the CsI eletromagneti alorimeter and the muon detetor.The main detetor omponents are desribed in the following:� BABAR (BELLE) Vertex detetor onsist of 5(3) layers of double-sided silion mirostrip detetors.� The BABAR (BELLE) entral drift hamber onsist of 40(50) layersof axial and stereo wires. It measures the transverse momentum ofharged traks and provides dE=dx information for partile identi�a-tion.
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Fig. 5. BABAR detetor� The main di�erene is in the partile identi�ation: in the BELLEdetetor is done by a ombination of an aerogel Cherenkov ounterand time-of-�ight ounters, while for the BABAR detetor a novelCherenkov ounter is developed using quartz radiator and olletinginternally re�eted Cherenkov light (DIRC).� The BABAR (BELLE) eletromagneti alorimeter onsist of 7000(6500) CsI rystal towers. The rystal length ranges from 16 to 17.5X0 in BABAR and it is �xed to 16.2 X0 in BELLE.� Both experiments have a superonduting solenoid that provides 1.5T in the ylindrial volume.� The muon detetor is instrumented on the �ux return that ats asan absorber. The BABAR (BELLE) ative omponents onsists of17�18(14�15) planes of resistive plate hambers.
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Fig. 6. BELLE detetor TABLE IIIPerformane of the di�erent BABAR and BELLE subdetetorsDetetor omponent BABAR BELLEVertex detetor �x;y;z = 50�mp � 15�m � 90Æ �z = 100�mDrift hamber �ptpt = 0:21%+ 0:14%pt �ptpt = 0:3%p1 + p2tPartile id. � 4�K=� separation up to 3 GeV � 3�K=� separationup to 3 GeV up to 3.5 GeVCalorimeter �EE = 1:0%4pE � 1:2% �EE = 0:67%pE � 1:8%Muon detetor � � � misid. � 5:0% 1% hadron fakes.Table III summarizes the expeted performane of the di�erent BABARand BELLE omponents.The trigger has to rise to rather severe bakgrounds from the aelerator,produing up to several kHz of interations with two or more traks reahingthe alorimeter. The trigger onsists mainly of a main (Level 1) triggerfollowed by a software trigger running on a CPU farm.



B Fatories and HERA-B Physis Potential 24294. The physis potential4.1. CP violation measurementsThe three ollaborations list quite a large number of hannels that areto be used to study CP violation. Table IV summarizes these hannels.The kinemati onstraint in e+e�environment gives aess to the J=	K0Lhannel. BABAR and BELLE an also reonstrut neutral pions and therebyK0S ! �0�0 due to the lean e+e�environment. TABLE IVComparison of deay hannels used by HERA-B and BABAR/BELLE to measureCP violation in B0 �B0.CP angle BABAR/BELLE HERA-Bsin 2� J=	KS J=	KSJ=	KLJ=	K� J=	K�J=	�D+D�D�+D�� D�+D���1KS �1KSsin 2� �+�� �+���0�0����a�1 ��a�1The low bakground in e+e�ollisions allows BABAR and BELLE toahieve better trigger and reonstrution e�ieny than HERA-B. The trig-ger e�ienies are presented in Tables V and VI for the J=	K0S and �+��deay hannels.The main soure of ine�ieny in the BABAR harged J=	K0S reon-strution omes from traks with low transverse momentum. The mainsoure of ine�ienies in HERA-B arises from the K0S reonstrution, wherethe K0S has a median energy of 36 GeV and a onsiderable number of themdeay inside and after the magnet and annot be properly reonstruted.These trigger ine�ienies are ompensated in HERA-B by the larger B0prodution ross setion. In Table V a omparison of expeted events andunertainties after one year running at design luminosity are given. Inthe �golden� deay hannel both experiments ahieve similar measurementpower. BABAR has studied other hannels, mainly J=	K0L, to ahievehigher auray for �.



2430 F. Sánhez TABLE VComparison of trigger and reonstrution J=	K0S e�ieny for BABAR andHERA-B and estimation of �sin 2�.J=	K0S BABAR HERA-BTrigger 100% 53%Charged reonstrution 59% 22%Neutral reonstrution 35% no estimationTotal E�ieny 52% 8%Events (1 year at 1100 1400design luminosity)�sin 2� 0:10 0:13Other Channels�sin 2� all hannels 0:06 no estimation TABLE VIComparison of trigger and reonstrution �+�� e�ieny for BABAR and HERA-B and estimation of �sin 2�. HERA-B quotes �sin 2� as a funtion of the Bak-ground to signal ratio (�).�+�� BABAR HERA-BTotal trigger e�ieny � 100% 19%Events (1 year at design luminosity) 400 850�sin 2� 0:20 0:14p1 + �(0:20 � = 1)Other Channels�sin 2� 0:11 0:11p1 + �(����) (a�1 ��)(0:16 � = 1)� sin 2� all hannels 0:10 0:12The speial high-pt trigger is being built by the HERA-B ollaborationfor the very important ���+ hannel. The trigger has to ope with a veryharsh bakground leading to a low trigger e�ieny. An additional fator inthe determination of sin� arises from the ratio signal to bakground. Thepreliminary studies indiate that a ratio of less than one is ahievable. The



B Fatories and HERA-B Physis Potential 2431experimental onditions of BABAR are muh leaner, � 100% e�ieny,with a lower prodution ross setion. It is important to note that bothexperiments ahieve similar resolutions, see Table VI, and both proposeadditional hannels to improve the measurement (�� is aessible to BABARbeause of �0 reonstrution apabilities).4.2. Other physis topisThe three ollaborations have a large additional physis agenda. Ta-ble VII gives an overview. The experiments will pro�t from a large b and quark sample to measure CKM matrix elements, B mixing, rare deays,D �D mixing, : : : HERA-B will be able to study J=	 and b�b prodution forQCD studies, study b baryons properties, and look for rare b mesons like B.BABAR and BELLE will have aess to a more diverse physis program withontributions to � physis near the prodution threshold and 2�  physis.TABLE VIISummary of the additional physis goals of HERA-B, BABAR and BELLE exper-imentsPhysis topi BABAR/BELLE HERA-BB0 �B0 mixing yes yesB0s �B0s mixing speial � (5s) run normal running, xs < 18:CKMVb B ! D�l� B ! D�l�Vub B ! Xul� Xu = �; �; ! B ! Xul� Xu = �; �; !Vts B!�B!K� Bs mixingRare B deays yes yes (look for B state )B baryons no lifetime, polarization,CKM, : : :� physis yes no2�  physis yes noD �D mixing yes yes5. SummaryCP violation in the B-system will be studied in the near future by theB-fatories and the HERA-B experiment. All the experiments are underonstrution and ommission and will start the physis program aroundyear 2000. The di�erent soure of systemati errors will provide independent



2432 F. Sánhezmeasurements and will allow heks of the onsisteny of the Standard Modeland studies of the soure of the CP violating phenomena.The main hallenges of the BABAR and BELLE experiments will be toprovide the design luminosity while keeping the mahine bakground low.The bakground will a�et the performane and lifetime of silion vertexdetetors and ould blind the trigger inreasing detetor oupanies.The hallenge for HERA-B is to ommission the detetor and triggerperformane under large bakground to signal ratio environment similar tothe LHC experimental onditions. The radiation hardness of the di�erentsubdetetors and the large detetor oupanies are the main issues for theollaboration.There is a large number of topis beyond the CP violation measurement.The physis program does not ompletely overlap, suh that the experimen-tal situation in the B-setor will favorably improve.We should not forget the CDF and D0 detetors at the Tevatron, up-grades of the detetors and a larger luminosity will open the possibility ofompeting in the measurement of sin 2� as it has been reently proven [5℄.B physis will not stop at this generation of experiments. A new genera-tion is under preparation at CERN (LHC-B) [9℄ and Fermilab (B-TEV) [10℄.The inreasing preision of these new detetors will allow a better under-standing of CKM matrix and will allow to searh look for deviations ofstandard model at the level of 1%.REFERENCES[1℄ H. Albreht et al., Phys. Lett. 192B, 245 (1987).[2℄ J.H. Christenson, J.W. Cronin, V.L. Fith, R. Turlay. Phys. Rev. Lett. 97,1387 (1955).[3℄ L. Wolfenstein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 145 (1983).[4℄ C. Caso et al., Eur. Phys. J. C3, 1�794 (1998).[5℄ F. Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 81, 5513 (1998).[6℄ E. Hartouni et al., DESY-PRC 95/01, 1995; T. Lohse et al., DESY-PRC94/02, 1994; H. Albreht et al., DESY-PRC 92/04, 1992.[7℄ The BELLE ollaboration, KEK report 95-1, April 1995.[8℄ D. Boutigny et al., SLAC-R-95-457,1995.[9℄ T. Nakada, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, 2433 (1999).[10℄ P. Casper, Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A408, 146�153 (1998).


